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Instruments and observing modes offered in 2017A
(1 February - 10 July 2017)
The LBTO instruments are briefly presented on the LBTO website where you will also find a link to a 2016 SPIE
paper providing much more detailed information.

- LBCB, LBCR, MODS1, MODS2
- LUCI1 and LUCI2 in seeing limited mode
- LUCI1 in Enhanced Seeing Mode (ESM) and AO imaging mode in shared risk*
- LUCI2 in Enhanced Seeing Mode (ESM) and AO imaging and spectrocsopic mode in shared risk*
- Homogeneous Binocular (e.g. LBCB+LBCR in usual mode - MODS1+MODS2 in twin mode - LUCI1+LUCI2
in shared risk*)
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Communicating with Users
This is the first issue of the LBTO
Users’ Gazette aimed first and foremost at informing the LBT users
about the status of the observatory
at a time when PIs prepare their
proposals for the next semester.
Do not hesitate to use the hyperlinks
to browse web-based information or
to contact us directly on specific
issues. You can also follow us on
Twitter, Facebook or Blogger.

- “Pseudo-monocular” with LBC (LUCI + LBC - MODS+LBC)
- LMIRCAM and NOMIC on LBTI (not available after May 15). You must contact Phil Hinz, the PI of LBTI,
before submitting your proposal.

NGC 6543 with LUCI1 AO (Brγ - H2)

- PEPSI in spectroscopic mode. You must contact Klaus Strassmeier, the PI of PEPSI, before submitting
your proposal.
Note that the commissioning of the AO modes of LUCI1&2 is still ongoing in 16B, though both instruments have
already seen their first AO light (see here and here on the LBTO blog). Any question? Email our Science staff.
* Shared risk : PIs should be prepared for a potentially lower efficiency than expected in those modes.

Binocular observing… all the time?
Since 2008, LBT has been used in binocular mode with both LBC, operated as a pair, and LBTI, operated as a
beam combiner (coherent and incoherent). Users of MODS or LUCI, however, have had only one instrument to
work with and have had to leave one of the two 8.4m mirrors unused. Only a few
programs occasionally used an LBC with either MODS or LUCI in “pseudomonocular” mode. Things are changing this semester with the pairs MODS1+2 and
LUCI1+2 now available for science.
The figure opposite shows the first binocular light of MODS1+2, achieved by doing
the same observation on the same target(s) on both sides in parallel, thus shortening
the time needed by close to 50% (in this case, 60%). This mode is straightforward
and has been used successfully with both LUCI1+2 and MODS1+2. Observation
preparation is simple: a traditional LUCI or MODS script for one side is transformed
into a binocular LUCI or MODS script which the instrument will happily handle.
On a given pair (LUCI1+2 of MODS1+2), beyond this basic (and easy) way of doing
binocular observation, one could observe the same field for multi-object spectroscopy (MOS) but selecting different objects on each side, or keeping the same objects
but using a different spectral range (to cite only two simple examples), or doing imaging on one side and spectroscopy on the other. It could also be possible to use in parallel MODS1 and LUCI2,
or one of the LBCs with LUCI or MODS on the other side in true binocular mode!
There is however one constraint which makes some of these ideas complicated. The two main mirrors are on the
same mount and their capacity to look away from the mount pointing direction is limited to a co-pointing limit of
around 40 arc-sec. Large offsets should therefore be synchronized to ensure that both eyes are looking at the
right place without violating the co-pointing limit. If not, the observation could become quickly inefficient.
PIs are therefore encouraged to start using the telescope in binocular mode in the basic way described above.
The gain on observing time will be substantial and should help mitigate the impact of the weather on Mt Graham.
Meanwhile, LBTO is working on observation preparation tools which will eventually allow the efficient preparation
of more refined uses of both LBT’s eyes. See the next page for more on the new tools to come!
If you want specific information about binocular observing for your specific program, contact us.

LBTO at the 229th AAS
Meeting in Grapevine, TX
3-7 January 2017
LBTO will have a booth at the meeting in the exhibition/poster room.
A good opportunity to talk to staff,
meet other users, and submit an
abstract for a talk or poster on LBTenabled science (submission deadline is 4 October 2016)

ALTA: Forecasting seeing
and weather for Mt Graham
The Advanced LBT Turbulence and
Atmosphere Center is a project
aimed at forecasting nightly and
automatically the optical turbulence
and other integrated astroclimatic
parameters as well as atmospheric
parameters relevant for groundbased astronomical observations.
Currently, atmospheric parameters
forecast are routinely made available
to the observatory. Turbulence forecast, vital for AO planning,will be
available in early 2017.

A typical output of the ALTA forecasting, showing temperature at the level of the enclosure floor and wind
speed and direction at the top of the enclosure. Visit ALTA lead by Arcetri Astrophysical Observatory.

Observing statistics
Here is some information on what to expect statistically
when applying for time at LBT. Weather on Mt Graham is
not as good as on Maunakea or the Chilean sites, hence
the importance of using LBT in binocular mode at all
times, and eventually to run LBTO in an LBT-wide queue.

Weather
The graph shown opposite provides the fraction of science time lost to weather over the past seven years. As
usual with weather, the variability is high. A-semesters
are statistically better than B-semesters. Note that the
slopes are just local trends.

Technical losses
An average of 6.5% of the clear weather time has been
lost to technical issues. The goal of the observatory is to
reach 5% or less in two years from now. A challenging
but exciting goal. Note that observers’ inefficiencies are
not counted as technical issues.

Three PI instruments to be developed for deployment on LBT
SHARK-NIR (PI J. Farinato) and SHARK
-VIS (PI F. Pedechini) are now entering
their Final Design Phase, with Final
Design Reviews scheduled respectively
by the end of the year and March 2017.
Together, they are the two arms of the
SHARK proposal. They will be located
on each side of the LBTI bench, using
the LBTI-AO upgraded as part of the
SOUL project. They will exploit the nearIR (~ 0.95-1.70 m) and visible excellent
performance of the LBT AO system,
which SOUL will make even better. Most
of the scientific objectives are related to
imaging of close giant planets and circumstellar disks. Both instruments are
led by INAF (Italy).

Seeing
The opposite graph gives a distribution of the seeing at
LBT based on DIMM measurements. With an AO operational seeing limit of 1.2 arc-sec, AO observations can be
carried out around 75% of the open dome night time.

New tools are coming your way!
Some of you already know and have successfully used the Phase I Tool (PIT). The PIT provides a unified look
and content structure for basic contact and instrument information, while allowing you to upload a pdf of your
proposal that follows the template required by your institute. Follow this link to know more more about the PIT
and the 2017A proposal cycle.

iLocater (PI J. Crepp) is an ultra-precise
planet-finding spectrometer that operates
at infrared wavelengths. It will be the
world's first diffraction-limited Doppler
radial velocity instrument. iLocater is in
development at the University of NotreDame (IN). The goal is for LBT installation to coincide with NASA's TESS space
mission, which begins science operations
in 2018.

Currently, each of the facility instruments (LBC, MODS, LUCI) has its own observing preparation tool. However,
some of them are somewhat limited and cumbersome at times. To make users’ life easier, LBTO is developing
an Observing Preparation Tool (OT), which will provide a unified interface and standard method to prepare observations for any of the facility instruments. We recently fielded an α-release, limited to LBC and LUCI, including
binocular “twin" mode for both. A β-release is planned for later this year. It will include LBC binocular, MODS twin
binocular, and LUCI twin binocular + mask name differences for MOS/longslit/imaging. If you are interested in
becoming a β-tester, let us know. It can be handy and will save you time when you prepare your scripts for the
end of this semester! A full OT release, planned for January 2017, will include a full-featured binocular planner, especially helpful for efficient preparation of binocular observations.
Observers will also be offered a data evaluation tool, which will help them assess the quality of their data as soon
as they have been acquired. It is currently in development for a first release before the end of the semester.
Note: PIT and OT are based on the Gemini Queue Tools, which have been modified and tailored to the needs of the observatory
as part of the LBT-wide Q project. Thanks to the Gemini Observatory for allowing us to build on their queue development effort!

Three years after the 1st LBTO Users’ Meeting in Tucson in April 2014, announcing the

2nd LBTO Users’ Meeting - Florence, Italy - June 2017 (date to be set soon!)

21 Sep 2016 - The fully equipped and aligned LINCNIRVANA bench is finally at home on the telescope!

